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Introduction
I wrote about the Fate Accelerated system recently and how I
think it’s a perfect tool to grab a crazy idea and turn it into a fully
fleshed roleplaying campaign. I thought it might be fun to work
through an example stepbystep, taking comments and
questions, and showing how easy it can be.
I posted a little poll to see which setting people would be
interested in seeing used in a stepbystep example of creating a
setting in Evil Hat Productions' Fate Accelerated Edition (FAE)
roleplaying game system, all the way from initial Light Bulb!
moment when an idea grabs you to prep notes for a game. The
Budayeen setting, from George Alec Effinger’s “Marîd Audran”
series, won the poll. That suited me fine
because, as Fred Hicks pointed out, too
many people still think FAE is just for
whimsical or lighthearted games. I am
convinced that FAE can be successfully
used for any setting which the more
detailed Fate Core can power.
My ambition is to convince readers that
it’s quite easy and they can do it with
modest effort. Just to be clear, I will be
putting in way more effort than I normally
have to, because I want to write clear
posts giving you context — which means
way more legible than my typical game
notes! For those who have not read the
books, I will throw in a little background.
What is the Budayeen?
George Alec Effinger (19472002) was a
talented science fiction author whose
work, while it was wellregarded, never
quite got the appreciation I think it
deserves. I’ve written a little bit about
his novels When Gravity Fails, A Fire in
the Sun, and The Exile Kiss, and his
posthumous short story collection
Budayeen Nights, and about Effinger’s
writing style in a previous post on some
of my favourite cyberpunk book. The
three novels were also repackaged as
an omnibus edition and released in
hardcover and ebook formats a couple
of years ago as The Audran Sequence.
The setting of these hardboiled cyberpunk tales is the
Budayeen, the entertainment quarter of an unnamed city of the
Middle East, and the main protagonist is smalltime hustler
turnedfixer Marîd Audran. The model for the Budayeen and its
denizens, however, was Effinger’s beloved French Quarter
district in New Orleans. As the talented, dedicated writer he
was, Effinger didn’t just slap a paint coat and a soundtrack on his

borrowed backdrop, however; he did serious research into what
it should look like if it really had evolved in an Arab metropolis.

Back in 1992, R. Talsorian Games published a supplement for
the RPG Cyberpunk 2020 also entitled When Gravity Fails,
which used material from the three novels and was personally
reviewed and approved for publication by Effinger.

Step 1: Gather inspirations
My first step when prepping a game is always to collect a list of
inspirations that convey the feel I hope to see in the game for my
players. (In fact, most of my prep consists only of lists, which is
why it’s quite easy.)
Spoilers? I would hate to give spoilers to the entire series for
those who have not read it, however, so I will set my game in an
undefined period shortly before the start of the original novel
When Gravity Fails. I plan on basing my notes on about what
you’d get from reading the first five chapters, about 60 pages;
plus any nonspoiler material from the subsequent chapters and
books (e.g., names of characters and places that would have
been around at this time).
Although I have the R. Talsorian supplement, I think I will not use
it much because it’s more difficult to get access to. I want to
show what happens when a GM falls in love with a setting and
wants to turn it into a game with minimum fuss and expense.
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What Else? Other inspirations that come to mind include:
• The hardboiled detective fiction of Raymond Chandler,

Dashiell Hammett, etc.
• Frank Miller’s Sin City, both the graphic novels and the movie

produced and directed by Robert Rodriguez and Miller.
• Casablanca, the immortal movie directed by Michael Curtiz.
• Neuromancer and other stories of The Sprawl by William

Gibson.
• Blade Runner: The Director’s Cut, directed by Ridley Scott.
• The French Quarter in New Orleans.
• Photos and maps of large Islamic and Middle Eastern cities like

Dubai, Riyadh, Doha, Djibouti, Kuwai City, Manama, etc.
especially images of night life, slums, markets, or the old
quarters.

As I remember or discover interesting tibdits that could be
adapted to this game, I save them as bookmarks or documents
in an Inspirations folder. A lot of this will serve only to keep me in
the right mind set as I prepare, and to explain to my players what
I have in mind when we actually create our game setting proper.
Collaborative or GMDriven?
Before I go any further, I should take a minute to discuss how my
approach will fit with the game creation process described in
Fate Core.
Chapter 2 of Fate Core describes a general approach for game
creation from scratch, and a handy game creation worksheet is
provided in appendix and as a standalone download on the Evil
Hat Productions website. In addition, Jason Pitre of Genesis of
Legend Publishing has also posted “A Spark in Fate Core”, an
alternate approach based on ideas from his own game Spark
RPG. Both versions rely on the specific setting of a given
campaign being devised collaboratively between the Game
Master and all the players in the initial session.
What I’m discussing here does not replace this, it merely gives
you an example of getting there in steps. I admit that it gives a
bit more importance to the GM’s vision at the beginning, because
it relies on her doing enough preparation to offer more focused
choices to the players by the time of the first episode. In my
experience, even with a collaborative setup it’s easier if options
have been prescreened. The game always unfolds better if it’s
set in a world that fires up the GM’s imagination.
Unlike in the example provided in “A Spark in Fate Core,” by the
time the group sits down together the GM has already made a
certain number of choices: this will be a game set in the
cyberpunk universe of Effinger’s books. This is very much like
what we see in Evil Hat Productions’ predecessor to Fate Core,
The Dresden Files RPG: group setting creation, yes, but you
know you’ve come to play in the universe of the Dresden Files,
not The Lord of the Rings.
Moreover, sometimes you just want to run a oneoff game for a
demo at the gaming store, a convention, or to introduce your
friends to the game. In that case, the GM may want to do more
of the detailed setting creation in advance, perhaps going as far
creating characters herself.
OK, now let’s get back to our example.

Step 2: What is the “feel” of the setting
and campaign?
Let’s start by describing the atmosphere of the Budayeen in
Effinger’s books.
• Quaintly ruined tourist spot in the day, den of vice and

entertainment at night.
• Everyone is a hustler, everyone answers to somebody.
• Repeating motifs: addiction, fluid gender lines and

transsexuality, intracranial implants for personality modules
(“moddies”) and temporary addons (“daddies”).

• Connections and community are everything; everyone has a
name and a story.

• Uneasy relationship with religion.
What do you find in the Budayeen: souks, cafes, night clubs,
drugs, gambling, sex trade, little shops, narrow streets, bakeries,
restaurants, tourists, burnouts, lowlives.
Crime in the Budayeen is controlled by Friedlander Bey,
nicknamed “Papa”, who also has legitimate business interests in
the city.
What do we know from the books about the Budayeen and the
world it exists in? There are no superpower countries left; the
closest thing are alliances of political entities. North America and
Europe have fractured into many small countries and no longer
hold the lead in technology and development, though they still
have notable capabilities. The Islamic world has risen, thanks to
oilbased money and the investments it fuelled, to a position at
least as important.
The Budayeen is located in the city, an unspecified metropolis
located about centrally in the Islamic world between Mauritania
to the east and Indonesia to the east; the city has a busy port but
its back to an inland desert. We also know it’s at least east of
Tunisia, and it’s not Egypt. So we can guess that it’s probably in
on the Red Sea or the Persian Gulf, maybe Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar or the United Arab Emirates. Since we see
countries disappearing and reforming as new political entities
throughout the world, it may be in a totally new political entity.
Cosmopolitan. The primary religion is Islam, probably in its
Sunni version since at least one character is referred to as
“Hassan the Shiite”, but there is a Christian quarter. People from
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all over the Islamic world come to the city, as well as tourists
from the rest of the world. East Asians, Europeans and
Americans stand out but do appear; it’s unusual but not that
infrequent to see people from SubSaharan Africa.
If your group has trouble stretching their imagination past “white
American” when it’s time to make characters (PCs and NPCs
alike), then maybe you need to think about this a little bit in
advance. We’ll talk about this some more in a future post when
we discuss the tools you can use in order to be “ready to
improvise.”
Scale. The Fate system asks us to think about the scale of the
campaign, “how epic or personal your story will be.” Typically,
not only in Effinger’s stories of the Budayeen but in the hard
boiled detective genre, stories are on a very personal scale. Plot
threads and macguffins of greater and even global importance
do appear, but they only matter because of the ripples they
cause in the local pond of the heroes’ world.
For example, in Casablanca the events have to do with Nazi
Germany’s advance on a world scale, but they matter because of
all gin joints, in all the towns, in all the world, Ilsa chose to walk
into Rick’s American Cafe. (Then again, everyone comes to
Rick’s eventually…)

Step 3: Adjust the rules to the setting
Despite the process shown in Fate Core and “A Spark in Fate
Core”, I’m not going to directly move on to “The Setting’s Big
Issues.” Unlike a game world created from scratch, I’m
borrowing tons of material from an existing setting, so it’s easier
for me to grab the bits I want and build my issues around them,
probably in collaboration with the rest of the game group unless
this is a oneoff game.
Instead, let’s jump to an element most gamers tend to spend a
lot of of time on — probably too much: rules questions, or what
Robin D. Laws calls “crunchy bits” in his inestimably useful
Robin’s Laws of Good Game Mastering (published by Steve
Jackson Games).
Philosophy. As you might guess from my choice of FAE instead
of Fate Core, I like simple game systems that get out of the way
of building a good story when we’re at the table, and don’t
require too much effort to adjudicate. There’s nothing wrong with
liking more crunch, many of my friends do; but when preparing
my own game, if I’m tempted to create new rules material, I

always ask myself whether it’s necessary or whether I can use
what is already there.
Approaches in FAE. Fate Accelerated replaces skills with six
Approaches that describe how a character does things, in what
style. It’s excellent to model very competent characters (see my
earlier review), but will it be too powerful for the gritty cyberpunk
feel of the Budayeen? Well, George Alec Effinger’s books are
certainly rough on main characters, so NPC opposition will have
to be brutal and the stakes will be high, but on the other hand,
the reader hardly wonders whether the overwhelming odds will
be overcome, merely at what cost. So at first glance, FAE would
work.
Let’s check our specific Approaches and decide whether we
need to rename them or even replace them in order to reflect the
setting. Can I readily think of typical character actions in the
Budayeen that would be covered by each approach?

Careful: Jimmying a lock, tailing someone, standing watch,
finding an old file, forging a document, interviewing a lot of
witnesses.
Clever: Fixing the books, juryrigging a seizure gun, patching
a moddy, running the numbers, spotting a tail.
Flashy: Turning a trick, running a confidence game on a
tourist, negotiating a favourable agreement, earning large tips
working in a bar.
Forceful: Evicting a punk from a bar, drinking tende with
Chiriga, resisting interrogation, staying awake on a handful of
Sonneine tablets.
Quick: Getting in the first punch, flushing the drugs before the
cops come in to bust you, running a chase in the back alleys,
diving behind cover when the shooting starts.
Sneaky: Breaking and entry, pickpocketing, palming the
evidence, eavesdropping, logging onto a data deck with a
false ID.

I’d say this is pretty good and I can’t think of any typical actions
that would not be covered by FAE’s default Approaches, so I’m
not going to mess with the standard list. I keep my examples
handy in my notes, I will surely use them in play when I need to
decide how to adjudicate an action or when I provide examples
for the players.

Note: If wanted to use Fate Core instead of FAE, I would look
at the Skill list instead of Approaches and decide whether I
need to customize them. The process is essentially the same
but it requires more fiddling because there are more skills,
they have specific mechanical effects, they also have specific
stunts attached, and selecting skills of uneven usefulness and
appropriateness may mean that certain character concepts
are less effective than they should be (or grossly
overpowered) given the fiction on which the setting is based.
That said, there is nothing wrong with this way of doing things,
I just prefer to put my effort elsewhere.

Extras, or: Modelling technology. A lot of settings include
elements that may require special rules (“Extras”) to model in
terms of mechanical effect, like magic, superpowers, psychic
abilities, or advanced technology. In our case, the period
appears to be early 22nd century and there is certainly futuristic
technology present, as well as technology that is now common
but was still in development when Effinger started writing his
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series, for example:
• Cybernetics exist but are usually fairly noticeable and buggy.
• Antiageing procedures are available for the very rich.
• Designer drugs are everywhere, at least in the Budayeen.
• Cranial implants allow the use of personality modules and

knowledge addons, a.k.a. moddies and daddies. Some even
have advertisement segments!

• Games like Transpex allow those who sport cranial implants to
play against each other in a virtual landscape.

• There are colonies on Mars.
• Holovision and holosets have replaced television.
• There are still cars, but they seem to be electric.
• Weapons mentioned are usually seizure guns and the larger

seizure cannons, which are theoretically nonlethal; static
pistols, which kill pretty easily but leave internal organs
undamaged; and flechette or needle guns, which produce high
damage and tend to be quickly lethal. Firearms are no longer
widespread, they tend to be collectors’ items.

• Computers are usually called “data decks” and there is
something like an Internet; there are large databases but
searches seem slower and less powerful than what we’re used
to now.

• Cell phones exist but are not prominent, and seem to be at
about the level of technology we had in North America around
2002 (so probably earlier for east Asia).

• Most electronics can be voiceactivated.
The majority of this is fairly easy to handle simply with Aspects;
the most finicky part is probably the effect of moddies and
daddies, which may require stunts. Lets think of some
examples:
A language daddy would merely offer the Aspect: Speak ___
[language], for example: the Berlitz World Traveller line might
offer Speak German or Speak KiSwahili. It might even be
more customized, like Speak Spanish with a Castillan accent,
or Speak English like a 1920s Chicago tough guy.
A skill daddy would usually offer an Aspect granting an ability
that normally requires training, for example, Bookkeeping 101
or Egyptian Art History, 2650 BCE–2150BCE.
A moddy is more complex, providing a personality overlay that
temporarily replaces (not stacks with) the user’s, including a
High Concept Aspect, a Flaw, 4 to 10 points’ worth of Approach
bonuses (minimum 1 and maximum +4 in any given Approach)
and one to three stunts. For example:
• A Honey Pilar “Slow, Slow Burn” moddy might provide the High

Concept Porn Goddess, the Flaw SingleTrack Mind: Sex!,
the Approach Flashy +4 and the Stunt “Because I am
channelling Honey Pilar, I get a +2 when I Flashily create an
advantage when having sex with somebody.”

• A toughguy moddy like the one Saied the HalfHajj likes to chip
in might provide Tough Guy, No Subtlety, +3 Forceful, +1
Flashy, +2 Quick, and “Because I am tough as nails, I get a +2
when I Forcefully create an advantage when attempting to
intimidate someone.”

A weapon comes with a range (close, same zone, adjacent
zone, two zones, etc.) and a description of the type of effect
(blunt trauma, cutting, induces seizure, induces neural damage,

kinetic damage, etc.) A larger or more powerful version of a
ranged weapon (for example, seizure canon versus seizure gun)
typically has a greater range (e.g., one more zone) or offers a
bonus to the physical stress it causes at equivalent range (e.g.,
+1).
I’m not a big fan of creating long lists of predesigned equipment,
particularly in a system that puts narrative power first. I
recommend simply having descriptions of the types of
technology, and working with the players to give them Aspects
and other mechanical bits as needed.
As GM, don’t hesitate to say no to unreasonable players, nor to
play as rough with the equipment ingame as you do with the
characters; but keep an open mind and be ready to say “yes” to
players’ ideas. Think about a hardboiled cyberpunk setting:
there is always a way for the bad guys to get the upper hand,
and there is always a bigger — or faster, or smarter — fish in the
pond.

Step 4: Places and Faces
Because I’m relying on a setting detailed in several books, a lot
of material has already been created for me. I’m going to draw
up more lists for Step 4: Faces and Places, summing up what I
know about people and locations of the Budayeen that appear in
George Alec Effinger’s books. (As a bonus, this can serve as a
handy reference for people who are currently reading the books.)
These will merely serve as backdrop for our game setup,
however. Once the whole group sits down at the table to create
our specific setting, people may say “I’d like to have a third crime
lord in the mix,” or “There should really be a pilgrimage site near
the cemetery,” or “I’d prefer if Marĩd Audran didn’t appear at all in
our version.”
Faces
This might seem like too long a roster, and normally, it would be.
However, remember what we said in Step 2 when we discussed
the “feel” of the setting: Connections and community are
everything; everyone has a name and a story. This is a
repeating motif in the genre, and Effinger constantly reminds us
of the names and personalities of even small, seemingly
insignificant characters.

Abdoulaye AbuZayd: Pimp for a dozen wired boys and girls,
known for his roughness; answers to Friedlander Bey.
AbdulHassan: Hassan the Shiite’s American slave boy and
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lover; speaks only English.
Bill: A cab driver who picks up and drops off clients at the
edge of the Budayeen. Born in the United States of America
before their dissolution, in the area now known as Sovereign
Deseret. A cybernetic enhancement keeps him permanently
stoned on psychedelics.
Blanca: Dancer at Chiriga’s, a bit moody and lightfingered.
Trans woman.
Chiriga: Swahili (East African) owner of Chiriga’s Nightclub,
often tending bar, with a fierce demeanor and robust capacity
for drinking. Cis woman, tall, dark black skin, geometric facial
tattoos of raised scars, canines filed to a point; corymbic
implant.
Courvoisier Sonny (aka Tewfik): Pimp who does business at
the Red Light Lounge. Big oneeyed Arab man.
Dalia: Bartender at Frenchy’s. Short, round woman, a great
source of information.
Devi: One of the three Black Widow Sisters, along with
Tamiko and Selima. From Calcutta.
Frenchy Benoit: Owner of Frenchy’s. Big man from Marseilles
with black eyes and a big black bushy beard.
Friedlander Bey: Crime lord in control of the Budayeen area,
among many other areas of the City and beyond; often
referred to as “Papa”. Cis man, practicing Muslim; reputed to
be 200 years old, no corymbic implant.
Fuad ilManhous: Fuad the fool, a simpleminded but
entreprising hustler known for his interminable stories and bad
luck in love.
Gargotier: Owner of the Café de la Fée Blanche. Oldish
man of European stock.
Sgt. Hajjar: The corrupt assistant of Lt. Okking; old guard
policeman.
Hassan the Shiite: Friedlander Bey’s top lieutenant.
Homosexual cis man.
Heidi: Owner of the Silver Palm. Cis woman, goodlooking
and welldressed, with blue eyes and pale blond hair cut in a
bang.
Indihar: Egyptian dancer at Chiriga’s Club; resourceful;
devout Muslim. Cis woman, pretty.
Jacques: Moroccan Christian, friend of Marîd Audran.
Militantly hetero cis man, threequarters European.
Janelle: Dancer at Chiriga’s, considered lazy. Cis woman.
JoMama: Owner of JoMama’s Bar; large woman, nearly six
feet tall and between 300 and 400 pounds, with a mercurial
temper. Frequently changes hair colour and style.
Karîm: Hassan’s assistant and accountant; greyhaired
bearded old man.
Kandy: Dancer at Chiriga’s. Trans woman.
Laila: Owner of Laila’s Mod Shop. Thin old woman with dark
wrinkly skin, clawed fingers and a whiny voice; long straggly
grey hair, bushy grey eyebrows, yellow eyes, bloodless lips
and missing several teeth; almost never seen without a
personality module plugged into her corymbic implant.
Dr. Lisân: Worldrenown corymbic implant specialist at Abu
Emir Hospital.

Mahmoud: Smalltime pimp; friend of Marîd Audran. Trans
man, short and broad.
Marîd Audran: Algerian Maghrebi; a smalltime hustler and
fixer, known in the Budayeen for his unusual honesty and his
refusal to get his brain wired or to carry a weapon. Cis man,
light skin, reddish hair and beard.
Morgan: American freelancer who sometimes does jobs for
Chiriga. Speaks only English.
Nikki: Prostitute in Abdoulaye’s pay; Tamiko’s roommate;
friend of Marîd Audran. Trans woman, blonde; corymbic
implant, needs an addon to speak Arabic.
Lt. Okking: Police lieutenant, probably of German origin. Not
a saint, but usually a straight shooter. Cis man, florid face.
Pualani: Dancer at Chiriga’s, reputed to be a little scatter
brained. Cis woman; corymbic implant.
Qasim: Landlord of a small apartment building in the
Budayeen.
Reda Abu Adil: Crime lord, sometimes rival of Friedlander
Bey; holds the medînah quarter and other areas. Arabic man;
corymbic implant, reputed to be at least 150 years old.
Rocky: Second bartender at JoMama’s who pads her income
by occasionally selling drugs to friends. Hefty woman with
short, brushy black hair.
Safiyya: Old woman known as “the lamb lady” because she
always has a lamb with her, occasionally an imaginary one if
something has befallen the live one.
Saied the HalfHajj: Friend of Marîd Audran, welloff.
Homosexual cis man, tall and wellbuilt with a carefully
trimmed mustache; corymbic implant; favourite personality
module is a toughguy persona.
Selima: One of the three Black Widow Sisters, along with
Tamiko and Devi.
Officer Shaknayyi: Police officer, takes his duty more
seriously than the average cop. Egyptian cis man.
Tamiko: One of the three Black Widow Sisters, along with
Devi and Selima. Trans woman, not actually born Asian.
Umar AbdulQawy: Reda Abu Adil’s righthand man.
Corymbic implant.
Yasmin: Dancer at Frenchy’s; Marîd Audran’s girlfriend. Trans
woman, black eyes, long black hair; corymbic implant.
Dr. Yeniknani: Doctor at Abu Emir Hospital. Turkish man, big
dark mustache.

Places
The Budayeen
Although it’s very conceptual and contains elements that are not
mentioned in the books, you can check out the map from the
1990 computer game The Circuit’s Edge from Infocom, which
was set in the universe created by Effinger.
The Budayeen is an old walled district located in the northwest
portion of the city, about 16 blocks long from the East Gate to the
cemetery, and closed to vehicular traffic except for emergency
vehicles. The main artery runs eastwest and is just called the
Street. It is a big tourist attraction during daytime, and an
entertainment nexus at night.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/wmute/3941951327/
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Big Al’s Old Chicago: Lowerclass diner.
Café de la Fée Blanche: Old man Gargotier’s place on Ninth
Street North, where Marîd Audran and his friends Mahmoud,
Saied and Jacques often hang out during the day.
Café Solace: Small coffeehouse on Twelfth Street.
Chiriga’s Nightclub: A club on the Street, halfway between
the East Gate arch and the cemetery. Real girls dance and
host from noon to 8pm, sexchanges and debs work nights.
Frenchy’s: Nightclub known for hiring strictly cis or trans
women as dancers (aka real girls and sexchanges), no preop
debs or transvestites. Drinks are expensive.
Haffe alKhala cemetery: Western limit of the Budayeen
quarter.
JoMama’s Bar on Third Street, caters to Greek sailors.
Laila’s Modshop on Fourth Street, crammed between a
dark, grim gambling den and a noisy bar that caters to
teenage sexchanges. Dingy, but you can always find the
moddy or daddy you need — or close, anyway.
Red Light Lounge: A rough sort of place, another night club
with dancers and sex workers. Owned by Fatima and Nassir.
Silver Palm: Cafe on the Street.

The City
Never named, the city is frequently visited by sailors and is
located near the centre of the Islamic World. To the south, it is
set right against the encroaching desert.

Boulevard ilJameel: Major artery running northsouth,
running just past the East Gate to the Budayeen.
Christian Quarter: Located just east of the centre of the city.
Courane’s: A restaurant in Rasmiyyah.
Gay Che’s: A gay bar on Aknouli Street in Hâmidiyya.
Haffe alQala, “the Edge of the Wilderness”: Lowermiddle
class neighbourhood on the south edge, near the desert.
Hâmidiyya: A poor neighbourhood under Reda Abu Adil’s
control, immediately adjacent to Sunset Gate.
Medînah: Old city section, not as well preserved as the
Budayeen and therefore not a tourist attraction; poor,
dilapidated and unsightly.
Rasmiyyah, an upper class shopping district east of the
Budayeen.
Shimaal mosque, located north of the Budayeen’s East Gate.
Sunset Gate: Wealthy neighbourhood to the west, where
Reda Abu Adil’s estate is located.

Step 5: Preparing to Improvise
In cooking, mise en place means getting all your ingredients
measured and utensils prepared, lined near your work area, and
generally setting up so you won’t have to fumble around looking
for something while your hands are covered with flour and egg.
It’s the same when you prepare to run a roleplaying game: you
want to have the information you’ll need at your fingertips,
organized so you can find it quickly. In a lot of systems, this
means having fifteen different sourcebooks tabbed and
bookmarked, but not here. We’re using FAE, which is a
pleasantly short little book; while we’re also getting some
additional material from the heftier Fate Core while we prepare,
in play we won’t need to refer to it.
But our setting source material comes from works of fiction
literature, and we certainly don’t want to have to flip through the
books to find a good description of the locations or technology.
This is why we have set up our lists of Faces and Places in Step
3; now we will add a few more lists to refer to when our players
ask: “What’s in the victim’s pockets?”, “What does the data deck
look like?” or “What is Farrad eating?”
In the process, I’m going to be borrowing the method described
in Robin’s Laws of Good Game Mastering. Laws suggests
preparing lists of names, sample dialogue, and personality traits
which the GM can just pick from when it’s time to create minor
characters.
What do you mean, I can’t play a white
American?
In Step 2, I mentioned that gamer groups who have trouble
thinking past “white American” characters will need to do a little
more work. I’m serious, on countless occasions I’ve observed
gamers who, told they could not play white Americans in a given
setting, then tried to play white Englishmen, white Canadians,
white Australians, or failing those, other white Europeans. If you
really twist their arm, they may play a katanawielding Asian
character.
It pays for the GM to prepare against this by having lots of
flavour bits to include in her setting, thus helping the players get
in the right mood; and references to help her players choose a
few character elements that will fit well in the Budayeen (name,
physical description, connections, habits, occupation, orientation,
beliefs, etc.)
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Naming Names
A list of names is invaluable for those of us who are not quick to
think of new and different monickers. We saw in previous
instalments of this discussion that naming minor characters is
particularly important in this sort of hardboiled detective story
unfolding on a local scale. We also saw that people in the
Budayeen can come from almost anywhere, but mostly from the
Islamic World.
I compiled a list of about 2700 male and female names of Arabic,
Berber, Egyptian, Turkish, and Indonesian origin, grabbed from
various online baby naming sites, and pasted them in a
spreadsheet of Budayeen names. There you go, you’re
welcome! Add a sprinkling of names from international sources
as needed, and you can name anyone you have to create on the
fly in order to answer your players’ questions. (Check out
Seventh Sanctum‘s various name generators, such as this one
based on American census data; Chris Pound’s Name
Generation Page; and the evergrowing Abulafia for a plethora of
random generators including names.)
And what about brand names? In cyberpunk fiction, it’s frequent
to drop brand names to add to authenticity, often extrapolating
on a real company’s future markets. For example, Effinger
mentions Nikon cybernetic eyes and Telefunken holosets. New
technology may receive madeup names; for example, Transpex
is the name of a competitive game for two, usable only by people
who have received a corymbic (brain) implant.
Just to be ready, we can create short lists of brand names that
will match the feel we want to create, for example using current
day hightech or bioresearch companies for cybernetics and
augments, and digging generously among international names
that are less familiar in the Western world. Other brands are
created to emphasize changes in geopolitics, for example,
Chhindwara is used as a either the origin or the brand name of a
data deck (personal computer or terminal), and another is
described as Annamese. Speaking of which, nations are often
referred to by new (or obsolete) names to underline the changes
in governments and boundaries.
For obvious reasons, I’d rather not make up new terrifying
products for actual companies and post that for the world to
misunderstand; but we can grab a Cyberpunk or Shadowrun
game supplement and crib from their lists. Or check out Seventh
Sanctum’s random corporation name generator! Here is a
sample of output:
• Augmented Science Vista
• Bartlett Financial of Monaco
• Carson Genetic Gold Unlimited
• Digital Scientific Industrial
• Financial of Madrid
• Huber Matics
• Sherman Motors
• Skinner Instruments of Berne
• State Solar
More Lists!
We can expand the list method to all sorts of useful bits that will
provide texture and atmosphere, for example:

What do people eat? Couscous, fruit (lemons, dates,

grapes, oranges, etc.), almonds, beans, lentils, bread, lamb,
fish…
What do people drink? Laqbi (date palm wine); strong
coffee in small cups; black tea, milk tea or mint tea; tende
(Chiriga’s personal stash only); watereddown cocktails or
soda, for example Sharâb or CocaCola, for club dancers
while on the job (paid for at inflated prices by patrons); gin and
bingara with a twist of Rose lime (Marîd Audran’s signature
drink), etc.
What kind of drugs are floating around? Sonneine (aka
“sunnies”), a downer; triphetamine (“triphets”); “beauties”
(butaqualide HCl); Paxium; RPM (lribopropylmethionine) and
acetylated neocorticine, two psychedelics that cause brain
damage; haschich; qat, etc.

Personalities
Robin Laws suggests having lists of personality traits just like the
lists of names, and using those when making up characters on
the fly. I tend not to use lists for this, just create the characters
from context; but as a rule of thumb I suggest two personality
descriptors and a short physical description: for example,
“Insecure, gullible tourist from Lower Lorraine; cis male, balding,
light skin, medium height.”
Seventh Sanctum and Abulafia have us covered again, with the
Quick Character Generator and the Character Concept
Generator, respectively. Seventh Sanctum sample output, from
the categories “Modern — General” and “Science Fiction —
General”:
• The noisy, outgoing murderer haunted by dark memories.
• The tough, paranoid corporate official who hates animals.
• The leader who hates children.
• The alienated archivist.
• The moralizing fence.
• The sickly cyborg needing a friend.
• The unathletic, sadistic, lonely clerk.
• The cruel linguistics expert.
• The shiftless medical technician.
• The unremarkable, hypocritical scientist who plans to exploit

another world.
• The aloof reporter.
Abulafia sample concepts, from various categories:
• Strong Mercenary turned Scientist
• Persistent Journalist turned Martial Artist
• Wise Recruit turned Advocate
• Shrewd Trooper turned Soldier
• Orphaned Rescuer turned Hacker
• Shrewd Spiritualist turned Fixer
• an ambereyed stranger
• a bigoted shepherd
• a selfpossessed detective
• a freespirited lookalike

http://mechanteanemone.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/budayeennames.xls
http://www.seventhsanctum.com/
http://www.seventhsanctum.com/generate.php?Genname=quickname
http://generators.christopherpound.com/
http://generators.christopherpound.com/
http://www.random-generator.com/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://www.random-generator.com/index.php?title=Name_Generators
http://www.seventhsanctum.com/generate.php?Genname=corporationname
http://www.seventhsanctum.com/generate.php?Genname=quickchar
http://www.random-generator.com/index.php?title=Character_Concepts
http://www.random-generator.com/index.php?title=Character_Concepts
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Places
Just like we want to be able to create faces on demand, we need
to be ready to create more places. In fact, the players will
probably claim some of these when it’s time to set up the actual
campaign, some of those serving as safe spots and meeting
points.

What kind of places might we encounter in the
Budayeen? Souks, shops for tourists, restaurants, cafes,
bakeries, food carts, bars, nightclubs, sex shows, gambling
dens, apartment buildings, birthplace of famous dead people,
illegal clinics, pawn shops, importexport business, etc.
What kind of places might we visit in the rest of the city?
Banks, mosques, more shops, slums, residential areas,
construction sites, police stations, office buildings, port, high
speed train station, airport, hotels, industrial zone, etc.

Remember that each of those will exist in different levels of
affluence, from highend and expensive to dingy and used only
by the most desperate; for example, a gambling den may be a
dice game on a street corner, a table in the back of a smoky
cafe, a backroom behind a “legitimate” business, or an opulent
casino catering to the rich and famous slumming it in the
Budayeen.
In some of those places, action scenes will take place (chases,
ambushes, fights, etc.) so we want to be able to paint a picture
and use the scenery, creating lots of interesting Aspects or
Consequences as needed. Let’s borrow from the Fortress of
Shadow’ Fight Locations, a resource site for the Feng Shui RPG
created by Dave Eber and currently maintained by Kevin J.
Chase. For key locations, we can make a list of cool things that
could happen there; see for example the nightclub, casino,
abandoned tenements, brothel, etc. You’ll want to adapt the
Hong Kong flavour to the Budayeen, naturally.
So for example, let’s think about a souk:

The place is a clutter of small shops and booths, some of
them permanent and some only set up for market day. There
are tents with the sides rolled up to expose the wares, tables
made of planks or fiberglass panels set on trestles, ropes and
poles from which hang items of clothing and carpets, all
forming a maze. The noise, the colours, the press of bodies,
and the smells are dizzying.
Everything can be found there: fruit and vegetables, freshly
cooked foods, cheap jewellery, stolen goods, “recharged”
batteries, maps for tourists, small secondhand electronics,
interpreters and guides, dice games, street musicians, and
dog fights. Wares are arranged in big floppy woven baskets,
broken crates, open drums; live goats are tied to posts,
chickens held in rickety cages, etc.
Cool Things That Could Happen:
Pickpockets are everywhere — the player characters can
either be the victims or the culprits…
A tourist makes a scene, creating a perfect distraction —
either for the PCs or the opposition.
Free samples!
It’s easy to change your appearance by grabbing a hat,
sunglasses, jacket or burnous.
Someone stumbles into the wrong tent and interrupts a secret
meeting.
Anything could be hidden here… Snakes, weapons, drugs,

kidnapping victim, a bomb…
Someone stashes the macguffin among many similarlooking
objects, or inside something else (teapot, doll, vase) that gets
sold.
Chase scene parkour! It will most likely be on foot, but
bicycles, Segways, skateboards, etc. are great too. Watch out
for unexpected flights of stairs!
The livestock breaks loose! Piles of merchandise go
tumbling! The merchants are furious…
Someone is watching from the nearby rooftops.
Inspirations: Raiders of the Lost Ark, The Mummy, Inception.

Touchy Topics
Religion
Islam is the primary religion in the fiction of the Budayeen,
although there are a few Christians — mostly Copts, by the way.
However, people in the Budayeen tend to be nonpractising,
lapsed, unorthodox, apostate, agnostic, or uninterested. It’s OK
to leave religion generally undiscussed in your campaign; if you
do decide to include some elements, though, here are some
basics:
• The Islamic calendar starts in year 622 of the Christian era,

when the emigration of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to
Medina (the Hijra) occurred. The Islamic year is composed of
12 lunar months (29 or 30 days), and adds up to 354 or 355
days. The first day of the month begins after sunset with the
first sighting of the new crescent moon; days are counted from
sunset to sunset. The gathering day of prayer is the sixth of
the week, Yaum alJumu‘ah, and the day of rest or Sabbath is
the seventh and last of the week, Yaum asSabt.

• The Five Pillars of Islam are the profession of faith (Shahada),
ritual prayer five times a day (Salat), fasting (Sawm), giving
alms (Zakat), and accomplishing the pilgrimage to Mecca
(Hajj).

• Pigs, dogs, and snakes are reviled; it is not permissible for
observing Muslims to eat pork. Alcohol and drugs are also
nominally forbidden, though they flow abundantly in the
Budayeen.

• During the month of Ramadan, it is not permitted to eat, drink,
smoke, or have sex between dawn and sunset; thus, the
Budayeen is described in Effinger’s books as sleeping during
the day and becoming very lively at night.

Here are a few sources for those who want to know more:
• Islam For Dummies, by Malcolm Clark
• BBC: Five Pillars of Islam
• Islamic Beliefs – A short summary of islamic beliefs and

eschatology.
• Understanding Islam – Muslim customs & traditions.
Gender and Orientation
While Effinger’s books are not about sex, gender or sexual
orientation, they are not shy about the topics. In this setting,
people who can afford the surgery can have the body they want,
including sexual reassignment. We encounter not only cis and
transgendered people but also “debs”, preoperative individuals

http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/
http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/
http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/indoors.php#club
http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/indoors.php#casino
http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/indoors.php#abten
http://www.fortressofshadow.org/fights/indoors.php#brothel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Souq
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copts
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_calendar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shahada
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sawm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zakat
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/80846.Islam_for_Dummies
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/islam/practices/fivepillars.shtml
http://www.ldolphin.org/islam.shtml
http://www.understanding-islam.com/related/sscategory.asp?scatid=32
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undergoing hormone therapy in anticipation of sexual
reassignment and therefore manifesting both male and female
secondary sexual characteristics. Gender is different from
sexual orientation, and every option is available there too.
We encounter more trans women than trans men in the books,
but this may be due to the brisk sex trade in the Budayeen and
the fact that the majority of paying customers are cis men. (I’m
just guessing, here.)
If the mention of various sexualities makes you uncomfortable,
this may not be the best setting for you.

Step 6: Putting It All Together
FineTuning: Using the dials
Before we sit at the table with the entire group, we still have a
few decisions and adjustments to make. Because we picked a
gritty setting, Fate’s default pulp adventure mode may need a
little tweaking. We have a few tools available to adjust this.
They are touched upon in Fate Core but best explained in the
Fate System Toolkit (Chapter 5). A detailed discussion of these
dials should wait until I have time to review the whole Toolkit, but
let’s say for now that we are going to do a few things to give this
dark, hardboiled, dangerous quality to our campaign:
Starting player characters can have a maximum of 2 stunts,
as opposed to the default of 3 in FAE and Fate Core (see Toolkit,
pages 4749).
We’ll lower the Refresh to 2 fate points at the start of each
episode instead of the default 3 fate points in FAE and Fate Core
(see Toolkit, pages 4749).
We’ll use lowpowered aspects: This means only one fate point
can be spent to get a +2 per roll, although fate points spent on
rerolls are unlimited as per usual; free invokes can be stacked,
giving more importance to aspects created in or discovered in
play (see Toolkit, page 15).
All these choices are optional and you could run Fate of the
Budayeen perfectly well without them; however, I think they will
add to the grittiness of the setting while still provided the
competent, proactive, dramatic Fate experience.

Choices at the table
The first session should include the campaign creation just like in
Fate Core, pages 1728. See also Jason Pitre’s "A Spark in Fate
Core", mentioned earlier.
First, create the issues you group will want to interact with (see
FAE page 36 and Fate Core pages 2225.) Start with a couple of
issues, one existing and one impending.
Create locations and people to interact with, in the Faces and
Places step; go back to the lists we created in Part 4 of this
series and identify any characters and locations you would like to
link with your issues. Your group may also flag elements or
people that are missing and you want to create.
Proceed to player character creation; it will entail linking the
characters, Fate Corestyle. This means that after selection of
the first three aspects (including high concept and flaw) as on
page 9 of FAE, we’ll talk about the ways the characters are
connected with each other and with the Budayeen setting, and
reflect that in a couple of aspects. This is similar to the Phase
Trio in Fate Core, page 38.
Adventures, situations and plots
How does a gamemaster create adventures that will feel right for
the Budayeen?
Start your episodes with one or more precompels (see
Toolkit page 45), offering the bribe of fate points to accept
starting the adventure with a compel. These may be character
aspects; they may be setting aspects such as “Everyone
Answers To Someone,” or “Business Is Business“; or they
may be adventure aspects such as “Turf War In Progress,”
“Chiriga Is Missing,” or “A Series of Gruesome Murders.” Ask
the players what happened before. If a player doesn’t want to
accept the compel, don’t force them to pay a fate point; instead,
try to negotiate another precompel they might be interested in.
Don’t hesitate to lift premises from classics—mysteries, noir,
and hardboiled detective novels or movies. Refer to “The hard
boiled formula” by John G. Cawelti (1976) and “The Maltese
Falcon, the Detective Genre, and Film Noir” by William Luhr
(1995), two essays that will help you get the essential elements
of the genre.
In a pinch, we can once again use a random plot generator.
Seventh Sanctum offers a few story idea generators, and
Abulafia has some Plot Kickers and Oracles.
Remember that we don’t need to come up with how the story
ends; we just need a strong opening situation that ties
somehow to one of your issues, and some good antagonist
characters with agendas. The players’ interactions with these
will create the fiction. Find a book with a really good opening, say
within the first ten pages, and adapt to the setting as needed.
In play
Finally, we will have to keep a few things in mind as episodes
unfold:
In Fate, fiction comes first, the rules are only meant to support
this fiction. See Robert Hanz’ excellent “Fate Core Thought of
the Day: Fiction First, FictionRules Interaction, and Nonsensical
Results” for a discussion. In our case, the fiction comes with the
benchmark of fitting in with George Alec Effinger’s Budayeen
setting, and this will trump generic rules. However, the group’s
fun and fiction, in turn, will trump Effinger’s.

http://faculty.washington.edu/cbehler/teaching/coursenotes/hardboiled.html
http://faculty.washington.edu/cbehler/teaching/coursenotes/hardboiled.html
http://faculty.washington.edu/cbehler/teaching/coursenotes/maltesefalcon%20essay.html
http://faculty.washington.edu/cbehler/teaching/coursenotes/maltesefalcon%20essay.html
http://www.plot-generator.org.uk/
http://www.seventhsanctum.com/index-writ.php
http://www.random-generator.com/index.php?title=Plot_Kickers_and_Oracles
https://plus.google.com/u/0/108546067488075210468/posts/iGBaeXT7PKw
https://plus.google.com/u/0/108546067488075210468/posts/iGBaeXT7PKw
https://plus.google.com/u/0/108546067488075210468/posts/iGBaeXT7PKw
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Adding and using gear in play may require a little bit of
negotiation since we decided to be very lighthanded on rules
and avoid precompiled lists of equipment. This will be the price
we pay. No such thing as a free lunch, right?
The “Create an Advantage” action will be the players’
metaphorical rope ladder to overcoming obstacles: when you
can’t just accomplish a task easily, start by making the task
easier to accomplish.This is a gritty setting, there should be
plenty of barriers in the characters’ path.
Using Approaches lets characters accomplish something in
different styles; but difficulty levels and repercussions will be
different depending on whether they decide to Forcefully break
down the door, Sneakily pick the lock, or Cleverly come up with a
legitimate excuse to be let in.
Compels, Consequences, and adversity: characters can
expect to be taking hard knocks in the Budayeen. The
gamemaster should not hesitate to make the heroes’ lives
difficult, to allow them to succeed at a cost, and generally leave
them limping, bruised and disoriented. It’s all part of the noir
experience.
In tense situations, any obstacle’s difficulty can be set at two
higher than the Approach used to overcome, so it is likely to
need an Invoke.
Conclusion
That’s it! It’s actually not that much work at all to adapt a new
setting. I hope this was helpful, and I appreciate your questions
and comments. Happy gaming!
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